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L E TT ER

FR O M T H E

E DI T O R

Dr. Rusty Riese has passed away after a battle with pulmonary
fibrosis. Rusty was a SIPES member and long time favorite
among all members. If you got to sit at his table or ever had a
chance to listen to his many great stories, you will not be able to
forget him. In fact, he was scheduled to speak at our luncheon
this year before he passed. He will be dearly missed. He was a
great geologist, professor, and friend.
This month has a very special speaker—Dr. Dick Bishop is
coming on November 17th. Dr. Bishop is a recipient of the
Legend of Industry award given by the HGS. You should
change plans to make sure you listen to him.
Currently, there are 12 wells being drilled by SIPES members.
Most of the investors are either SIPES members or connected
through SIPES members. Some of these were sold during the
Deal Buyers Event. If you are wanting to be around people that
walk the walk join us.
It is important to support your community. Part of your community are the individuals that make this independent OG industry work. Please see page 12 for the ability to truly help one
of our own. I sincerely ask you to support Mike Boyd.
Stay lean, stay hungry,
Jeff Allen
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Register through THIS LINK
Member-priced tickets are only available for current SIPES Houston members by registering for a NEW website account
Please contact Sasha Gumprecht at sasha@epochconsultingllc.com to set
up an account now
***Season Luncheon Pass Holder PLEASE RSVP by submitting an RSVP below. Cost
will be $0 but it lets us know you're coming. ***
**Early-bird registration ends Tuesday September 13th at NOON.
Late / walk-in registration tickets will be available for $60**
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Dr. Rusty Riese, Rest In Peace
W.C. "Rusty" Riese passed peacefully from this earth on October 6,
2022, at CHI Baylor St. Luke's hospital following a protracted battle
with pulmonary fibrosis. A prominent geologist, loving father, and
consummate storyteller, he will be missed by countless friends, family, and colleagues.
Rusty was the elder son of Katherine E. and Walter H. Riese of Baldwin, New York. He spent his childhood on Long Island with his Navy
veteran parents and younger brother Sandy, and he attended Archbishop Molloy High School, where he excelled academically and lettered in track and field, principally as a shotput and javelin thrower.
After his graduation in 1969, he departed for the greater Southwest,
specifically New Mexico, to study earth sciences.
Rusty earned his bachelor of science degree in geology in 1973 from
the New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology. He earned his
master's and doctoral degrees in geology in 1977 and 1980, respectively, from the University of New Mexico
The Southwest suited him. During his years as an undergraduate at
New Mexico Tech and graduate student at UNM, Rusty realized and
nurtured two of his most valued endeavors: his passion for cacti, and
his relationships with fellow students and advisors that would endure through his life. At the time of his passing, he
was in a loving relationship with Jamie Boling, a college friend turned partner in 2019.
Rusty worked as a geologist and geoscience adviser for Gulf Mineral Resources, Anaconda Minerals, ARCO Oil and Gas
Company, Vastar Resources, and finally BP, having successfully navigated a series of acquisitions and mergers. He was
known for his work ethic and spirited partnerships with colleagues. He traveled extensively for his work, eventually
visiting every continent but Antarctica, and residing in Colorado, California, and finally Texas for the rest of his life.
He authored dozens of papers and held numerous U.S. and international patents for his work. Even in retirement, he
continued to give lectures on economic geology, coalbed methane sequestration, and climate change.
Though he wore many hats and held many titles-from adjunct professor at Rice University and UNM to United States
Powerlifting Federation judge to board member for the American Association of Petroleum Geologists-he was most
proud of being dad and "Boris" to his two kids, Clay and Monica, who are gutted by this loss. They will treasure their
memories of family camping trips, road trips through the Southwest and up the East Coast, and steaks so good they
both refuse to order them from restaurants anymore.
Rusty was preceded in death by his parents, Katherine and Walter. He is survived by his son Clay; daughter Monica
and son-in-law Matt "Ozz" Oztalay; his brother and sister-in-law, Sandy and Laura Riese; his partner Jamie Boling;
and her sons, Colin and Blake.
Everyone who knew him doubtless has a story of their own of a wonderful dinner together from the World Famous
Riese Driveway Steakhouse, a neighborly chat, or conversations over glasses of wine or Blanton's. They'll recall a bit of
advice he gave them or their children, a project he helped them complete, a road trip or camping adventure they experienced together (perhaps in the company of a few dozen Molloy students in a national park), and maybe even a fortuitous run-in with Santa Claus when Rusty was mysteriously absent.
He will spend his eternity becoming one with the Sangre de Cristo mountains in northern New Mexico, where he
longed to spend his retirement years. Though the world is decidedly darker without him in it, his light shines on in
every story you tell of him to another friend or family member.
In lieu of flowers, please direct donations to the Archbishop Molloy High School in Queens, New York, or the American Association of Petroleum Geologists Foundation.
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The Iron Law of Electricity
Last week, numerous media outlets reported that Germany will extend the lives of
three of its nuclear power plants. The
move to keep the reactors online, which
was opposed by the country’s Green Party,
showed that German politicians are recognizing the need to keep reliable generation
plants online to assure the country has
enough electricity this winter.
But another equally important announcement was also made last week that got far
less media attention: German Chancellor
Olaf Scholz announced that Germany was
reopening five power plants that burn lignite, a low-rank coal. Germany’s return to
lignite demonstrates, yet again, the Iron
Law of Electricity, which says that people,
businesses, and governments will do whatever they have to do to get the electricity
they need.

Indeed, Germany’s move back to lignite is chock-full of contradictions, including one that belongs in the “you can’t
make this up” column.
The Iron Law of Electricity is so powerful that the utility RWE is dismantling the Keyenberg wind project in the western
part of the country to, wait for it... make more room for the expansion of the Garzweiler mine. Lignite from Garzweiler
fuels the Neurath C power plant, which is one of the power plants being brought back online. A spokesperson for RWE
told the Guardian newspaper that “We realize this comes across as paradoxical.”
Yes, there are paradoxes aplenty. Germany’s need to keep the lights on explains why the government is willing to ignore
the fact that burning lignite to produce electricity emits more carbon dioxide than any other form of power generation.

Furthermore, burning lignite contradicts Germany’s climate goals. Under the country’s muchvaunted Energiewende (German for “energy turnaround”) Germany has pledged to slash its total greenhouse gas emissions by 95% by 2050. The cost of that pledge could total more than $500 billion by 2025 — and that figure only accounts for the investment needed to decarbonize the electricity sector. The result of all that spending is that residents of
Germany are now paying some of the highest electricity prices in Europe.
Of course, Germany isn’t the only country that is proving the Iron Law of Electricity. Global coal demand has been
soaring for months. European electric utilities are scrambling to buy as much coal as they can to replace Russian natural gas. The Newcastle benchmark price for thermal coal going into the Asian market has been at, or near, $400 per ton
for several months in a row. That’s an eight-fold increase over the levels seen in early 2020. gas. And in July, the International Energy Agency said that global coal use will hit an all-time high this year.
In August, the Centre for Research on Energy and Clean Air and Global Energy Monitorreported that China is planning
to build 43 new coal-fired power plants as well as 18 new blast furnaces. As reported by Time.com, the projects “were
announced in the first half of this year despite the world’s largest polluter pledging to bring its emissions to a peak before 2030, and to make the country carbon neutral by 2060.”
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Russia’s Leadership is in Trouble

Following the “partial mobilization” of the Russian populace, huge losses in arms, as well as economic and budgetary imbalances, Moscow is facing the inevitable prospect of a complete economic mobilization. Since October 19, martial law has been implemented in the occupied and formally annexed Ukrainian territories, except Crimea (Kremlin.ru, October 19), and the different regimes have been established for the possible implementation of martial law and economic mobilization in other Russian regions
and annexed Crimea (Kremlin.ru, October 19). Simultaneously, Moscow Mayor Sergey Sobyanin, as the head of the Russian State
Council’s commission on state and local governance has become responsible for coordinating the various regional efforts in executing these orders (TASS, October 19). Two days later, on October 21, the Kremlin established the Government Coordination
Council for the express purpose of supplying the Russian Armed Forces and other military branches with the necessary equipment, especially for the recently mobilized recruits. Russian Prime Minister Mikhail Mishustin was named the head of the council;
other members of the council include several government officials responsible for economic development and finances together
with Russian Minister of Defense Sergei Shoigu, the various heads of the law enforcement agencies and Sobyanin (Kremlin.ru,
October 21). However, after one week of existence, the council has yet to make any major decisions (Government.ru, October
24). And according to Sobyanin’s presentation, the only significant result has been arranging accommodations for 60,000 newly
mobilized soldiers, which again testifies to the fact that the Kremlin is far from mobilizing the announced goal of 300,000 soldiers (Kremlin.ru, October 25). The various Russian regions also have not demonstrated any significant activity related to the
impending economic mobilization and probable declaration of martial law.
Even so, all this activity means that the Kremlin is trying to mobilize the civil bureaucracy and restore a command economic system in the hopes of consolidating the Russian political system, as well as repairing and replacing at least some of the huge losses suffered in Ukraine.
One major reason for these efforts is a mobilization of the civil bureaucracy itself at both the governmental and regional levels.
To date, the war has compromised most of the previous plans and programs that were introduced by Moscow and the regional
authorities before February 24. Overall, the lack of actual planning coupled with the demoralization of public officials has paralyzed civil governance. And a lack of demonstrative loyalty and political submission within Russian society has further impeded
the Kremlin’s plans.
Russian President Vladimir Putin, his inner circle and the heads of the military and security services appear to be the main individuals directly responsible for the aggression against Ukraine, while the government, governors and regional elites pretend
they will survive the turbulence. In truth, the Kremlin’s aim is to make this impossible for them and to share responsibility for the
war and future unpopular decisions with them, including the next waves of mobilization and the inevitable economic mobilization.
The Russian leadership still denies that crucial troubles, such as a lack of key arms and other essential military equipment, are
plaguing Russian forces. For example, even Dmitry Medvedev, who is not a member of the new coordination council, regularly
inspects the defense factories around Russia and threatens managers and workers with criminal liability if they fail to supply urgent arms in adequate amounts (TASS, October 24).

By the Jamestown Foundation
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SIPES Houston
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PODCAST

CLICK ON THE IMAGE TO LISTEN/WATCH
Professor Ian Plimer is a prominent Australian Geologist, a former professor of Mining
Geology at the University of Adelaide, and Emeritus Professor of Earth Sciences at the University of Melbourne. He joins us to discuss the real science behind Climate Change, explaining changing climate patterns throughout history that prove the bad science and fallacies we are being told today about Climate Change. Professor Plimer details how this agenda is being used against the population.
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2022 Deal Buyer Event Review
Jeff, it worked! Last Thursday I had 70% of 2 Prospects to sell. Because of your event I am
100% sold on both Prospects! Kudos to you and the SIPES Houston Team. Let’s do it again! Milan Swikert
The 2022 Deal Buyer Event was a huge success. It built upon the momentum of the 2021 event. As you
can see from Milan above, many prospectors had a profitable show. Everyone voted to do the event twice
a year!
110 potential buyers attended
21 prospects
Countless drinks consumed.
6 new SIPES Houston Member Applications
Joel Hawkins is seen in the picture winning a bottle of liquor in the raffle. There were three bottles of liquor raffled, hats, magnets, and more.

Click the image below to watch a video of the event.
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The sponsors are what really set this
event up for success. All of these sponsors understand the struggle of the independent prospector and the importance
of them in the industry of oil and gas.

Watch/listen to Tanner Bowersox, a prospector,
at the event.

CLICK ON THE IMAGES

Watch/listen to Adam Oxsen, a prospector from
OKC at the event.
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2021 Luncheons in Review
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Cocaine and Oil
Leftwing Senator Gustavo Petro’s electoral
victory, which he was inaugurated as Colombia’s 34th president, saw a wave of optimism
sweep across the strife-torn country. The
term of President Petro’s predecessor Ivan
Duque was marred by a spike in violence
and crime, nationwide anti-government protests, a surge in the activity of illegal armed
groups and soaring cocaine production. Fallout from the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic,
which caused Colombia’s GDP to contract by
7% that year and spiraling poverty, contributed to rising lawlessness, crime and violence. Alarmingly, cocaine production, which
is a key driver of violence and illicit activity in Colombia, keeps soaring to new highs. This is symptomatic of a weak
state that lacks a credible presence in many rural regions causing the internal security environment to deteriorate.
Escalating insecurity will potentially roil Colombia’s post-pandemic economic recovery, one of the strongest in Latin
America, while impacting the Andean country’s economically vital energy patch. For these reasons, Petro must act decisively to curb violence, lawlessness and illicit activities in a country that is falling once-again into chaos. A key indicator of Colombia’s deteriorating domestic security is the recent announcement by the United Nations Office on Drugs
and Crime (UNODC) that domestic cocaine output (Spanish) hit yet another record during 2021. That occurred despite
decades of U.S. funded counter-narcotics operations, leaving Colombia as the world’s number one cocaine producer.
UNDOC estimates that 2021 cocaine production grew 14% year over year to 1,400 metric tons, while the amount of
land utilized for coca cropping surged by a whopping 43% to half a million acres. Burgeoning cocaine production,
along with the vast profits that narcotics trafficking generates, was responsible for funding the immense escalation of
Colombia’s multiparty asymmetric conflict during the 1980s.
Cocaine profits have long funded various armed non-state groups in Colombia with soaring production responsible
for a surge in the number of illegal armed groups, combatants and related violence since 2018. The vast earnings
generated by cocaine in Colombia are thought to be as high as $12 billion annually, which is equivalent to 4% of the
Andean country’s GDP. It is cocaine production and coca cropping, the leaf of the coca plant being a necessary precursor, as well as associated violence which is responsible for the 260,000 plus deaths that have occurred during Colombia’s armed conflict. Most of those casualties were civilians who also suffered forced displacement by various illegal
armed groups, with it thought that as many as 8 million people having been forced to leave their homes.
The recent spike in Colombia’s cocaine production, along with the associated escalation in violence linked to illegal
armed groups was responsible for a sharp uptick in the number of civilians displaced during 2021. According to the
UN, at least 74,000 Colombians were displaced during that year, which is more than double 2020. The volume of direct attacks against civilians during 2021 also trended higher, rising by 37% year over year to total of more than 2,400
occurrences. These worrying events underscore the growing violence gripping Colombia, most of which is associated
with coca cultivation and the manufacture of cocaine. Massacres, which are another symptom of growing cocaine
production, lawlessness, rising insecurity and an ineffective state, have surged since 2018. Colombian peace thinktank Indepaz recorded 85 massacres, which is the murder of three or more people in a single event, up until 9 October 2022. That is 10 greater than the same period a year earlier and more than double the 36 massacres recorded
during 2019 before the pandemic.
While Petro plans to transition Colombia away from dependence on fossil fuel extraction by ending contracting for
hydrocarbon exploration and banning hydraulic fracturing, the oil industry is currently an important economic driver.
Petroleum is Colombia’s largest export accounting for 35% of all exports for the first seven months of 2022, valued at
$13.8 billion. Hydrocarbon extraction also accounts for around 3% of Colombia’s GDP and generates a fifth of Bogota’s fiscal revenues. Those numbers make eliminating Colombia’s petroleum industry near impossible, particularly
with Petro planning to significantly boost spending on social programs and poverty alleviation. In fact, his plans to
hike taxes for Colombia’s oil industry will make it a more important source of income, particularly in a global economy
besieged by an energy crisis and rampant inflation where guaranteeing energy security is now an imperative. Rising
violence and conflict in Colombia fueled by soaring cocaine production will impact the economically crucial petroleum
industry and roil the country’s post-pandemic economic recovery, further hurting an already suffering population.
By Matthew Smith for Oilprice.com
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EU Embargo Send Oil >$100?
Brent crude prices could easily break above $100 per barrel again if losses of supply from Russia
are close to 3 million barrels per day (bpd) when the EU embargo on Russian crude imports by
sea enters into force next month, the Riyadh-based International Energy Forum (IEF) thinks.
The IEF and many consuming countries, not only the United States, are concerned about what will
happen to the oil market when the EU sanctions kick in, Joseph McMonigle, secretary general of
the IEF, told Bloomberg TV in an interview on the sidelines of the ADIPEC energy conference in
Abu Dhabi.

According to the IEF, the world’s largest international organization of energy ministers, the oil
market could lose anywhere between 1 million bpd and 3 million bpd of oil supply from Russia
when the sanctions take effect.
In recent months, there have been many predictions and a lot of speculation about what might
happen with the embargo, but “This is when you’ll actually see Russian barrels come off the market,” IEF’s McMonigle told Bloomberg.
“Maybe Russia will figure a way around it, but not at first,” McMonigle added.
If 3 million bpd of Russian oil is lost, Brent Crude will easily break $100 a barrel, he said.

There will be a lot of volatility as the embargo begins because there will not be much transparency about the actual number of Russian barrels coming off the market, according to McMonigle.
So Brent prices could go “well above $100” with a lot of volatility, which is not good for the market,
he said.
Early on Tuesday, Brent was up by 2% at $94.74 as of 8:55 a.m. ET as the U.S. dollar weakened today.
Commenting on the current market situation, McMonigle told Bloomberg, “The physical markets
are very tight. The paper markets are pricing in bad economic news and a recession.”
By Tsvetana Paraskova for Oilprice.com
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Energy Stocks Support the S&P 500
The S&P 500 is poised for a big shakeup over the coming years as energy stocks finally receive more attention
from investors, investment strategist Louis Navellier said in a Friday note.
When oil prices dipped negative in 2020 amid the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, oil stocks plunged, extending a years-long downtrend that saw the energy sector fall to just 2% of the S&P 500. Today, that figure has tripled to 6% as energy stocks begin to outperform amid the ongoing Russia-Ukraine conflict, which has sent oil
prices surging.
Navellier expects the rise to continue, forecasting that the energy sector could represent 30% of the S&P 500 by
2025. That'd be a meteoric rise for the sector that has been shunned by ESG-focused investors in recent years.
Such a move would be fueled at the expense of the tech sector, which combined with communication services
made up nearly half of the S&P 500 at its peak during the pandemic.
"Technology stocks remain very nervous, and a leadership change is underway," Navellier said in reference to
this week's trainwreck of earnings results from mega-cap tech companies like Meta and Amazon.

"I predict that in early 2025, energy stocks will be 30% of the S&P 500 and technology stocks will fall to about
only 32%," Navellier said. The main driver behind Navellier's thesis is that investment managers have to play
catchup and buy energy stocks as most ditched them when the sector was just 2% of the index.
"Tracking managers will be systematically buying energy stocks and a net seller of technology stocks as the sector
weights in the S&P 500 change for at least the next couple of years," Navellier explained.
That move would catch most investors that don't buy passive indexes off guard, as some expect a likely price decline in oil prices if a peace deal is ever reached between Russia and Ukraine, given that's what happened in the
early days of the war. Matthew Fox
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Kids Crue
JP Warren and his wife Monika Warren are doing more than anyone I
know to help foster the next generation of STEM students.
If you are not familiar, JP is the head and founder of Connection Crue,
an company created to revolutionize networking by providing exclusive events in the major oil and gas industry cities across America.
Within that company is Kids Crue, the focus on hosting engaging
events that bring kids together to learn about our industry while promoting STEM education importance.
Watch this fun video about one of his recent events. Thank you for
the sponsors in the photo below.
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Are You An Oil Man or Woman?

Show us where you wear it! :)
SOLD OUT TWICE
WANT THIS HAT?
I am an Oil Man or I am an Oil
Woman
$50.00
CLICK TO BUY
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Biden’s Energy Policies
With the midterm elections just two weeks away, it seems almost too easy to pick on President Joe Biden.
His approval ratings are bad (about 38% of those polled approve of his job performance) and candidates
from his own party are staying away from him. As ABC News reported recently, “Democrats in make-orbreak races are looking for ways to put daylight between themselves and Biden’s White House.”
While it may be easy to pick on Biden, it’s also true that his administration’s energy policies are a confused mess and those policies are hurting consumers and energy producers alike. As a friend of mine put
it a few months ago, when it comes to energy, the Biden team “has lots of tactics, but no strategy.”

I’ve used that line many times since I heard it back in February. But I’m no longer convinced that it is true.
Indeed, it is now clear that the Biden team has a strategy, one that ignores the need for domestic hydrocarbon production to assure energy security. For instance, the Wall Street Journalreported last month that
“The Biden administration has leased fewer acres for oil-and-gas drilling offshore and on federal land than
any other administration in its early stages dating back to the end of World War II... For offshore drilling,
the Biden administration has yet to complete a sale.”
Further, after reading RealClear Energy’s, “Energy Inflation Was by Design,” a new report by supply-chain
consultant Joseph Toomey, it is clear that Biden’s team has a strategy that aims to choke off the supply of
hydrocarbons while hyping renewables, electric vehicles, and other policies that are driving up the cost of
energy and power. Indeed, Toomey lays out his case right at the beginning, saying the current energy supply and price crisis “was a deliberate outcome of a policy that Biden promised to implement, the same one
that Obama had supported during his time in office...It will review how and why we arrived here, why record energy prices were not happenstance, why domestic conventional energy supplies are inadequate in
relation to levels of demand seen in recent years, and how the entire thrust of Obama’s—and now
Biden’s—energy policy was designed to deliver these results. It’s not a bug but a core feature of his program.”
Before continuing, I am compelled to note that I’ve known, and respected, Joe Toomey for several years.
Further, I bought and read his 2014 book, An Unworthy Future. Toomey knows his numbers and he understands how business works. In this densely packed, fully sourced 31-page report, Toomey documents
the numerous policies that the Biden administration has used to stymie the hydrocarbon sector including
the cancellation of the Keystone XL pipeline, implementing ESG policies at the Securities and Exchange
Commission, biofuel mandates, EV subsidies, and the cancellation of oil and gas leases in the Gulf of Mexico and Alaska. Toomey also points to new rules proposed by the EPA that could impose strict air-quality
rules on counties in the Permian Basin, one of the most prolific hydrocarbon basins on the planet. By itself, the Permian accounts for 43% of domestic oil production.
There is far more to Toomey’s report than I can recount here. But I recommend it. It’s the fullest rundown
of this administration’s energy policies that I have seen. At this point in history, as Russia’s brutal war on
Ukraine continues, and Europeans are facing a bleak, energy-starved winter, we need sobriety when talking about our energy and power systems. We need energy realism to make sure the United States doesn’t
end up like Europe. And Toomey’s report provides a big dose of energy realism.
Robert Bryce
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Biden’s Relationship With Oil and OPEC
President Biden this week made a splash in the world of news as he once again pointed the finger at the oil industry, accusing companies of “war profiteering” and threatening what essentially comes down to a financial punishment unless they turn the taps on.
It’s a rhetoric that sounds familiar and takes one back to the summer when Biden was trying a similar approach with Saudi Arabia. It
also coincides with a statement from OPEC indicating that oil demand will continue to grow strongly until at least the middle of the
century. To make things even more complicated, Biden tweeted on Monday that gasoline prices were down more than $1.20 per gallon since the peak they reached this summer and have been declining for three consecutive weeks. The tweet came just a few days
after the accusations of profiteering that the U.S. president leveled at the oil industry.
This industry must be quite confused right now. On the one hand, oil companies—especially Big Oil because of its Big Profits—are being targeted with threats for windfall taxes and “other restrictions” of an as-of-yet undetermined nature.
The threats are accompanied by calls to invest more in production, which goes counter to the Biden administration’s energy transition
agenda, as most recently laid out in the Inflation Reduction Act. From the oil industry’s perspective, the U.S. president is basically demanding that they spend money on what will soon become stranded assets if the transition succeeds as planned.
On the other hand, there’s OPEC saying that oil demand is going nowhere. On the contrary, it is going to grow more strongly than previously expected, the group said in its World Oil Outlook report, which came out this week. In it, OPEC estimated that oil demand globally would expand by 2.7 million barrels daily between this year and next, to a total 103 million bpd. By 2030, global oil demand will
reach 108.3 million bpd, OPEC said in its report.
That could be reason enough to boost drilling, but only for some companies. Most of Big Oil has made big bets on things like wind,
solar, hydrogen, and EV charging because the companies’ investors have pushed these companies to make these big bets. Management has also been on board, sensing an uninterrupted ESG shift in the investment world.
This is not to say that Big Oil—or smaller independents in the Permian, for that matter—cannot boost production and avoid getting
windfall taxed. They probably can, but the President’s statements compared to his energy policy are not enough to stimulate more
investment in production. The industry seems to have a better memory than the average voter and remembers that the very first thing
Biden did when he took office was to kill the Keystone XL pipeline in what many saw as the first shot in his administration’s perceived
war on the U.S. oil industry.
“Rather than taking credit for price declines and shifting blame for price increases, the Biden administration should get serious about
addressing the supply and demand imbalance that has caused higher gas prices and created long-term energy challenges,” the President of the American Petroleum Institute, Mike Sommers, said in a statement in response to the President’s threats for windfall
profits.
“Oil companies do not set prices—global commodities markets do,” Sommers went on to say. “Increasing taxes on American energy
discourages investment in new production, which is the exact opposite of what is needed. American families and businesses are looking to lawmakers for solutions, not campaign rhetoric.”
This is not the first time the industry has tried to explain to members of the Biden administration, including the President himself, that
fuel markets are not as simple as one might assume based on the summaries of quarterly financial reports. It may be, however, the
first time a head of state that defines itself as a democracy has threatened privately owned companies with repercussions if they continue prioritizing the interests of their shareholders, in other words, owners over the interests of the administration, which is what it
all comes down to, with the midterms now just days away.
Indeed, gasoline prices in the U.S. have fallen significantly since the summer peaks and are now just about $0.35 above the average for
this time last year, according to the AAA. Yet based on Biden’s fervor in urging oil companies to bring prices further down, this is not
enough. And in all honestly, whatever oil companies do, they wouldn’t be able to bring prices down by Sunday. Over the longer term,
the situation remains confusing and highly uncertain, too, further discouraging the industry from doing what the administration wants.
OPEC expects higher oil demand, but the IEA said a few days ago that oil demand is set to peak by 2030.
It cannot be easy to navigate a landscape of such contradictory forecasts for oil demand, which is essentially the only factor that determines investment decisions in the oil industry. So, in a context of so much uncertainty, oil companies are doing what anyone would do
in their shoes—they remain cautious and careful with their money. A windfall tax will only reinforce the caution.
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SIPES Annual Shootout
On October 16th, SIPES members met at The Greater Houston Gun Club to shoot sporting
clays on a perfectly clear day. Below you can see Warren Dalton putting on a clinic on how
to win and below is Tim Mapes, the last place finished but winner of the Red Ryder BB
Gun :).
Something I did not know about the club, that you might like to know, is that some of the
founding members are past titans of our industry. The list below is from the 1959 founding
members. See any names you know?
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Seisware, a SIPES Sponsor

One of the sponsors for the 2022 Deal Buyer Event.
This company supports independents!
Click on the image to learn more
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The Lawyer Recommended by Most SIPES Members
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Chevron Has Drilled 69,280 Wells

CLICK ON THE IMGAE FOR THE FULL ARTICLE
If you want to check out a comprehensive collection of CVX -0.32%↓ charts check out the following posts. But book mark them, we
got things to talk about this week.

•

• The Financial History of Chevron (2022 edition) - HERE
14 Chevron charts that will make you think - HERE

•

Chevron Shareholder Value (bet you can't say that 5 times fast) -HERE

•

And of course my first post ever - Exxon or Chevron - HERE

Throughout this post I am going to mix in charts for Chevron/SoCAL standalone and pro-forma - combining all the major publicly
traded companies they have acquired throughout history.
I decided to drill for the data for this post (cheesy pun intended) because there is this debate out there about declining well
productivity in the shale patch being driven by a shift into tier two inventory and basins. So I decided to look at well productivity
over time which naturally led into the creation of all these other charts. My wife says that I can get a little OCD on things. Can you
tell? Plus well inventory will play a big role in whether CVX -0.32%↓ can hit their 3% production growth target by 2026 (HERE),
which has been done in only 3 years of the last 25.
What if today, in the age of scarcity, a foreign oil co were to make a bid for a major U.S. E&P/Oil? Or for that matter, a major Euro
Oil Co were to come subject to a takeover bid by a country whose geopolitical interest don’t truly align with the West.
Would governments and protestors still be throwing spaghetti O’s on van Gogh's?
Or would people start to see them for what they are? As a vital interest to national security?
Just a pontification.
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SPR Trouble

Instead of using the Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR) to protect America’s oil security, the Biden administration is abusing the SPR to harm America’s oil security: depleting it when there isn’t a security threat to cover
up the disastrous cost of his anti-oil policies.
The purpose of the SPR is to aid the US in securing a reliable supply of oil and oil fuels by providing
an “emergency” stockpile of up to 1/10th of US oil consumption—to be used during (and refilled after) major
“interruptions” of supply such as “sabotage” or disaster.¹ - Alex Epstein
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LUNCHEON MENU

SIPES Book Recommendation

Spinach Salad

Blackened Snapper

Bread Pudding

Food Allergies?
CONTACT US

What does the future hold? In Fossil Future, Epstein, applying
his distinctive “human flourishing framework” to the latest evidence, comes to the shocking conclusion that the benefits of
fossil fuels will continue to far outweigh their side effects—
including climate impacts—for generations to come. The path
to global human flourishing, Epstein argues, is a combination
of using more fossil fuels, getting better at “climate mastery,”
and establishing “energy freedom” policies that allow nuclear
and other truly promising alternatives to reach their full longterm potential.
Today’s pervasive claims of imminent climate catastrophe and imminent renewable energy dominance, Epstein shows, are based on
what he calls the “anti-impact framework”—a set of faulty methods,
false assumptions, and anti-human values that have caused the media’s designated experts to make wildly wrong predictions about
fossil fuels, climate, and renewables for the last fifty years. Deeply
researched and wide-ranging, this book will cause you to rethink
everything you thought you knew about the future of our energy
use, our environment, and our climate.
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